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pronounced, are also seen in bone marrow and spleen cell 
stainings (unpublished data). Interestingly, analysis of cells in 
the conventional lymphocyte gate showed that, in  μ NRL  � / �  
mice, the lack of L chain does not appear to aff ect the genera-
tion of CD5 +  peritoneal B cells, which are very low in L  � / �  
mice. A reason may be that  μ NRL  � / �   mice, despite a lack of 
L chain, are similar to  μ NR mice, which assemble a truncated 
surface receptor unresponsive to stimulation ( 17 ). 

H chain transcripts lacking C H 1 are generated in L  � / �   

and normal mice 

The production of  �  H chain transcripts in diff erent tissues 
from L  � / �   mice was assessed by RT-PCR using J H  to  � C H 2 
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only a distinct spleen cell population, large B220 int/+  cells, 
produces H chain – only Ig, which may be accompanied by a 
full-size product. Cytoplasmic staining ( Fig. 4 D ) showed that 
large B220 int/+  cells from L  � / �   mice (D2) are indeed IgG + . 
The small B220 +  cells ( Fig. 4 C , D3 = P2) lacking the indica-
tive smaller H chain band but producing full-length tran-
scripts, may either contain reduced amounts or incorrectly 
folded  �  H chain products poorly recognized by anti-IgG. 

 To understand whether IgG +  B cells from L  � / �   mice bear 
the features of conventional antibody secretors and, thus, are 
the product of normal lymphocyte diff erentiation events, we 
performed stainings for syndecan (CD138), which identifi es 
plasma cells, in combination with B220 ( 22 ). Syndecan-positive 
cells (S3) in  Fig. 4 E  show a unique RT-PCR band character-
istic for V H DJ H -hinge-C H 2-C H 3 products, as confi rmed by 
cloning and sequencing ( Table II  and Fig. S1). 

Allelic exclusion and V H  gene selection is maintained 

Encouraged by the diversity of the H chain antibodies found, 
we investigated whether activation of the IgH locus and 
diversity of V H  gene usage is equally operative in L  � / �   mice 
compared with normal animals ( 23, 24 ). To detect individual 
IgH alleles, we used RNA – fl uorescence in situ hybridization 
(FISH) with a probe, I μ , that establishes locus activity ( Fig. 5 A ).  
I μ  is a noncoding RNA transcript originating from the 
IgH intronic enhancer, immediately downstream of the J H
genes. It is expressed throughout B cell development and is 
used as a marker of an actively transcribing allele. In B220 +

CD25 +  pre – B2 cells from normal mice, a 40:60 ratio (per-
centages) of detection of I μ  transcripts from one or both IgH 
alleles, respectively, is observed after V H 
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However, despite numerous attempts, we could not obtain 
IgG-producing hybridomas from L chain – defi cient mice, pos-
sibly because of the small number of B cells able to fuse. Another 
approach to gain access to cells expressing IgG is by sorting for 
syndecan-positive cells. To enrich this starting material with 
DNA from cells expressing IgG, we set up an assay to amplify 
switched  �  regions. A long-range PCR with a J H  and a  � C H 2 
primer, followed by a second nested reaction from 3 	  E μ  to 
 � C H 2 d  ( Fig. 6, A and B ), gave rise to bands whose sizes were 
consistent with those of switched  �  regions.  These switched 
�  regions could be amplifi ed from normal or L chain – defi cient 
DNA from sorted syndecan-positive spleen cells but not from 
(germline) embryonic stem (ES) cell DNA. Cloning and se-
quencing of nested PCR products identifi ed conventional 
exon and intron sequences regarded as functional (not depicted), 
and shorter sequences with deletions in and around  � C H 1 
( Fig. 6 C  and Fig. S1). 

 To establish unambiguously whether transcripts that lack 
C H 1 are the result of genomic deletions, we derived forward 
primers from their D to J H  junction sequence. Successful am-
plifi cation and cloning from a rearranged V H  of the 7183 fam-
ily identifi ed a large deletion removing the  μ / �  switch region 
and C H 1 of C � 2b concluding 107 nucleotides 5 	  of the hinge 
exon (clone 029;  Table II ;  Fig. 6 ; and Fig. S1). As the dele-
tions that render  � C H 1 dysfunctional remove a large part of 

The 40% of cells with a single I μ  signal represents the propor-
tion of cells in which productive V H DJ H  recombination has 
silenced the second, DJ H -rearranged allele by allelic exclusion, 
resulting in loss of I μ  transcription. The 60% of cells with I μ  
signals on both alleles represents cells in which nonproductive 
V H DJ H  rearrangement on the fi rst allele is followed by pro-
ductive rearrangement on the second allele, as well as tran-
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RT-PCR analysis.   RNA was isolated from tissue or sorted cells using 

TRI zol  (Invitrogen) and reverse transcribed at 42 ° C with Omniscript reverse 

transcriptase (QIAGEN). PCR reactions with J H  and  � C H 2 a  primers were set 

up using KOD Hot Start DNA polymerase (Novagen) at a fi nal MgSO 4  con-

centration of 0.8 mM. The cycling conditions were 94 ° C for 2 min, and 40 

cycles of 94 ° C for 15 s, 58 ° C for 30 s, and 72 ° C for 15 s, followed by 72 ° C 

for 10 min. Amplifi cation with V H -specifi c primers was as described, but with 

a 52 ° C annealing temperature for Vgeneric, V3609, and VS107/J606. RT-

PCR products were either sequenced directly or cloned by adding a 3 	  A 

overhang and using a TA cloning kit (Invitrogen).  � -Actin PCR was per-

formed as described, but with an annealing temperature of 61 ° C. The J/hinge 

to  � C H 2 c  PCR was set up as described, but with a touchdown program: 94 ° C 

for 2 min, and 21 cycles of 94 ° C for 15 s, 69 ° C ( � 0.33 ° C per cycle) for 30 s, 

and 72 ° C for 15 s,572 
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